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Abstract  

 

The activity of piezoelectric material linked the applied electric field with the strain 

generated that can be translated in to geometrical variations. Flexible steel substrate 

exhibits fascinating mechanical properties which enables their integration into the 

emerging field of flexible microelectronics. This work presents an extended technique 

based on capacitance-voltage dependency to extract the geometrical variations in thin 

film piezoelectric materials deposited on flexible steel. A 50 µm flexible steel sheet 

has been sandwiched by two PZT film layers, each of 2.4 µm in thickness deposited 

by sputtering. Aluminum layer of 370 nm has been deposited above each PZT layer to 

form the electrical contact. The steel sheet represents the common electrode for both 

PZT structures. Gamry references 3000 analyzer was used to collect the capacitance 

voltage measurements then estimating piezoelectric charge constant. Experimental 

work has been validated by implementing the same method on a bulk piezoelectric 

film. Results have showed that the measured capacitance varies by 1% due to dielectric 

constant voltage dependency. On the other hand, 99% of capacitance variations depend 

on the change in physical dimensions of the sample via piezoelectric effect. Further to 

that, this thesis explores the utilization of piezoelectric based sensors to collect a 

corresponding representative signal from the chest surface. The subject typically need 

to hold his or her breath to eliminate the respiration effect. This work further 

contributes to the extraction of the corresponding representative vital signs directly 

from the measured respiration signal. The contraction and expansion of the heart 

muscles, as well as the respiration activities, will induce a mechanical vibration across 

the chest wall. This vibration can be converted into an electrical output voltage via 

piezoelectric sensors. During breathing, the measured voltage signal is composed of 

the cardiac cycle activities modulated along with the respiratory cycle activity. The 

proposed technique employs the principles of piezoelectric and signal-processing 

methods to extract the corresponding signal of cardiac cycle activities from a breathing 

signal measured in real time. All the results were validated step by step by a 

conventional apparatus, with good agreement observed.  
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Title and Abstract (in Arabic) 

 

طوير أجهزة الاستشعار الكهرضغطية والمنهجية للكشف المتزامن للعلامات الحيوية ت

 المتعددة

 صالملخ

إلى  متهيمكن ترجذي المولد الت توترالحقل الكهربائي التطبيقي بالتربط المواد الكهرضغطية 

إن الركيزة الفولاذية المرنة تتميز بخصائص ميكانيكية رائعة تمكنها من  جيومترية.اختلافات 

الاندماج في المجال الناشئ للإلكترونيات الدقيقة المرنة. يقدم هذا العمل تقنية موسعة تعتمد على 

الرقيق  لفيلمالهندسية في المواد الكهرضغطية لالجيومتريه السعة والجهد لاستخراج التغيرات 

ميكرومتر بواسطة طبقتين  05المودعة في الفولاذ المرن. تم وضع صفائح فولاذية مرنة بقطر 

ميكرومتر يتم ترسيبه بواسطة الرش. طبقة  4.2، كل منها يبلغ سمكه  PZTمن طبقات الفيلم 

ة ورق لتشكيل الاتصال الكهربائي. تمثل PZTنانومتر ترسبت فوق كل طبقة  075الألومنيوم من 

محلل لجمع قياسات  Gamry 3000 جهاز. تم استخدام PZTالصلب القطب المشترك لهياكل 

كهرضغطية. تم التحقق من صحة العمل التجريبي من خلال تطبيق الالسعة ثم تقدير ثابت  و الجهد

 ٪1نفس الطريقة على فيلم كهرضغطية كبير. أظهرت النتائج أن السعة المقاسة تختلف بنسبة 

من تغيرات السعة على  ٪99بعية الجهد الثابت للكهرباء. من ناحية أخرى ، تعتمد نسبة بسبب ت

كهرضغطية. علاوة على ذلك ، تستكشف هذه التأثير  تحت التغيير في الأبعاد المادية للعينة 

الأطروحة استخدام أجهزة الاستشعار الكهرضغطية القائمة لجمع إشارة تمثيلية مقابلة من سطح 

تأثير التنفس. ويساهم هذا العمل أيضًا في  لالغاءحتاج الشخص عادةً إلى ضبط نفسه الصدر. ي

استخراج العلامات الحيوية التمثيلية المقابلة مباشرةً من إشارة التنفس المقاسة. إن تقلص عضلات 

القلب وتوسعها ، بالإضافة إلى أنشطة التنفس ، ستحفز الاهتزاز الميكانيكي عبر جدار الصدر. 

كن تحويل هذا الاهتزاز إلى جهد خرج كهربائي عبر أجهزة استشعار كهرضغطية. أثناء التنفس يم

القلب المشكّلة جنباً إلى جنب مع نشاط التنفس. تستخدم نبض ، تتكون إشارة الجهد المقاسة من 

التقنية المقترحة مبادئ طرق كهرضغطية وطرق معالجة الإشارات لاستخراج الإشارة المقابلة 

شطة القلب من إشارة التنفس المقاسة في الوقت الحقيقي. تم التحقق من صحة جميع النتائج لأن

 .في النتائج جيدتطابق  ملاحظة خطوة بخطوة من قبل جهاز تقليدي، مع
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivation 

Cardiac cycle monitoring plays an important role in providing essential 

information for daily health monitoring and medical diagnosis [1]. Lately, cardiac 

cycle monitor based systems development has attracted the attention [2-4]. The basic 

concept after this development incorporates capturing and analyzing various cardiac 

signals and extract several corresponding features and parameters [5]. The extracted 

features will enable effective safeguarding of cardiac health by allowing early 

diagnosis of any diseases or abnormalities [6-8].  

Both heart and lungs physiological cycle activities induce mechanical 

vibrations inside the chest wall [9]. These vibrations are highly correlated with the 

respiration rate and cardiac cycle features [10]. When a piezoelectric sensor is placed 

on the exterior surface of the chest, such induced vibrations will act as a mechanical 

load on the piezoelectric sensor. The piezoelectric sensor correspondingly produces an 

electrical voltage signal that is conformally mapped with both respiration and cardiac 

activity [11]. The structure of the piezoelectric sensor plays an essential role in 

enhancing the output voltage representative signal due to respiration as well as heart 

beats [12]. Therefore; different structures have been developed and studied during the 

last decade to enhance this performance. Cantilever structures are the most used types 

[13, 14]. Other utilized structures are ring shape [15], cylinder [16], and sandwich [17].  

Commercially, lead zirconate titanate (PZT) is a common piezoelectric 

material that is used for piezoelectric sensors and actuators due to its high piezoelectric 
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voltage constants [18, 19]. On the other hand, PZT is considered to be a ceramic 

material which limits its ability to adapt to curved surfaces [20]. This also in turn affect 

the sensitivity of the sensor or actuator devices [21]. To overcome such issues, several 

PZT materials were deposited on flexible substrates using various technologies [22-

24]. As a consequence, several flexible piezoelectric sensors have been introduced in 

biomedical applications due to their highly piezoelectric, lightweight, slim, and 

biocompatible properties [25, 26]. Batteries and wires are another issue in cardiac 

monitoring devices. Furthermore, rare attempts have been carried out to utilize a 

double-face PZT flexible structures for the development of self-powered monitoring 

systems [27]. 

The acquired output voltage signal of the piezoelectric placed atop a human 

chest is most likely to be composed of heartbeat, respiration activities and other noises 

such as human movements [28]. Many researchers have developed techniques and 

methods to eliminate the noise effect and remove the respiration activities 

contributions [29]. Nevertheless, there is still a need to develop a robust system and 

methodology that is able to noninvasively extract simultaneous multiple vital signs 

using innovative approaches.  

1.2 Literature Overview 

Monitoring vital signs is essential for health and medical diagnosis [30]. Vital 

signs such as ECG, heartbeat [31], respiration rate [32], and systolic and diastolic 

blood pressures [33] along with pressure pulse play an important role in determining 

the state of health of a subject [34]. Various methods and systems have been developed 

to monitor such vital signs [35-40]. These vital signs are extracted from the acquired 
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signals that enable more effective safeguarding of health by allowing early detection 

of any diseases or abnormalities [41-43]. Researchers have been focusing on 

developing remote non-contact sensing systems having the ability to perform long-

term, accurate, and continuous monitoring of human vital signs. Measuring vital signs 

(such as respiration rates, blood pressure, and heart rates) continuously and remotely 

without touching the patients can be a priceless tool for physicians. Better and more 

rapid life-and-death decisions when the long-term patient data are available [44]. 

Monitoring vital signs systems will prevent diseases and enhance quality of life, thus 

reducing costs of health care costs [45].  

1.2.1 Piezoelectric Materials Constants Extraction 

Piezoelectric materials special characteristics that enable them to control 

flexible structures and sensing fields [46]. Such materials have been integrated and 

incorporated within highly adaptive smart structures [47]. Flexible piezoelectric thin 

films have been implemented in biomedical applications due to their highly 

piezoelectric, lightweight, slim, and biocompatible properties [48, 49]. Commercially, 

PZT is a common piezoelectric material that is used for piezoelectric sensors and 

actuators [50, 51]. On the other hand, the monolithic PZT piezoelectric wavers or 

patches, including ceramic materials, have poor fatigue resistance and are very fragile 

[52]. That limits their ability to adapt to curved surfaces and makes them vulnerable 

to breakage accidently through bonding and handling procedures [53]. This in turn 

affects the sensitivity of the sensor or actuator devices [54]. To overcome these issues, 

PZT deposited on flexible sheets [55].  

The piezoelectric thin films on flexible sheets respond to nanoscale 

biomechanical vibrations caused by acoustic waves and tiny movements on corrugated 
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surfaces of internal organs [56]. Furthermore, it is used for developing self-powered 

energy harvesters, as well as sensitive nano-sensors for diagnostic systems [57]. 

Flexible sheets of PZT material are naturally tough and pliable unlike the traditional 

piezoelectric patches [58]. Xu et al. have developed a piezoelectric tape that is 

composed of patterned packed PZT elements sandwiched between two flexible 

metallic films. The PZT elements can have various distribution densities and shapes. 

This phased array piezoelectric tape has good conformability to curved surfaces which 

makes it suitable to be used in different mechanical structures [59].  

An apparent knowledge of material characteristics, including the piezoelectric 

coefficients and the electromechanical coupling factors, is necessary for using the 

piezoelectric thin films in micromechanical systems (MMES). Uskoković et al. 

compared the resulting piezoelectric coefficient values with other materials [60]. 

Jackson et al. compared between capacitance-voltage (CV) method [61], laser Doppler 

vibrometer (LDV) [62], Berlincourt [63], and piezoelectric force microscopy (PFM) 

method [64] to find piezoelectric properties of aluminum nitride (AlN). They 

concluded that LDV and PFM are the most accurate methods, but the CV method is 

the easiest and quickest method to use [65]. Hemert et al. elaborated on the CV 

measurements and proposed a bias independent capacitance model as an alternative. 

They extracted from their proposed model 𝑑33 and k, then verified the results at 

various biased electrode thicknesses. They have used a bulk acoustic wave (BAW) 

resonator model as a bias dependent capacitance model for piezoelectric capacitors. 

Using this model, the piezoelectric coefficient 𝑑33  and dielectric constant were 

extracted from CV recordings for three different layer thicknesses [66].  

On the other hand, Hemert et al. criticized the CV method in other research as 
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they concluded that the permittivity is not constant, so the piezoelectric parameters 

need further information to be determined by the CV  measurement such as the 

resonance measurements [67]. Zhang et al. took AlN properties and studied the 

coefficients of AlN films by microscopy measurement and finite element method; they 

criticized the capacitance method due to the effect of interfacial capacitance between 

PZT films and electrodes as well as its low precision [68].  

1.2.2 Piezoelectric Extraction of Cardiac and Respiratory Parameters 

Vital signs such as ECG, heartbeat [69], respiration rate [70], systolic, and 

diastolic blood pressures [71] along with pressure pulse play an important role in 

determining the state of health of a subject [72]. Monitoring vital signs is essential for 

daily health and medical diagnosis [73]. Various methods and systems have been 

developed lately to monitor such vital signs [74-80]. These vital signs are extracted 

from the acquired signals that enable more effective safeguarding of health by allowing 

early detection of any diseases or abnormalities [81-83]. Researchers have been 

focusing lately on developing a remote non-contact sensing systems having the ability 

to perform long term, accurate, and continuous monitoring of human vital signs. 

Measuring vital signs (such as respiration rates, blood pressure, and heart rates) 

continuously and remotely without touching the patients can be a priceless tool for 

physicians, which is utilized for making life-and-death decisions rapidly and making 

better decisions when the long-term patient data are available [84]. Monitoring vital 

signs systems will prevent diseases and enhance quality of life; thus, reduce decrease 

costs of health care [85]. Furthermore, portable monitors improves our understanding 

of sleep pathophysiology and physiology which is significance goal for medical 

wellness reasons and assessing sleep at home without the need of hospitalizing. 
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Repeated measurements, self-experimentation, and evaluation of temporal patterns are 

achieved by portable monitors. That will allow individualized treatment decisions, 

improve disease phenotyping, and individualized health optimization. From here 

comes the need for developing continuous vital signs monitors [86]. 

Noninvasive vital sign monitoring, which includes measurement of pulse 

oximetry [87], capnography, blood pressure (BP) measurement, and the standard five-

lead electrocardiogram [88], has been used for patients who are in the intensive care 

unit [89] and in the operating room. A stepped frequency continuous wave (SFCW) 

radar is also used to measure the heart rate and respiration by transmitting high average 

power pulses with long duration and narrow bandwidth; then, a signal-processing 

algorithm based on the state space method is applied to extract cardiac and respiration 

rates from the data measured on a human subject using SFCW radar [90]. Other 

noninvasive sensors have been implemented in the field, for example, photo-

plethysmography (PPG) sensors, which operate by observing the effect of blood 

engorgement and composition on light absorption during the systole phase [91]; 

Furthermore, ECG devices that have a capacitive electrode with a shield over 

conductive foam; and household monitors for heart rate based on ECG techniques 

using a chest strap [92].   

The main methodology used for cardiac health analysis involves capturing and 

analyzing the various cardiac signals and parameters [93, 94]. Various methods and 

devices have been lately developed to monitor cardiac cycle such as 

photoplethysmography (PPG) sensor which operates by observing the effect of blood 

engorgement and composition on light absorption during systole phase [95], 

electrocardiograms (ECGs) devices that has a capacitive electrodes with a shield over 
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a conductive foam; household monitors for heart rate based on ECG techniques on 

chest strap are commercialized, but they are not inconvenient for long-term usage 

[96],Shin et al. have used the ballistocardiogram (BCG) signal to estimate heart rate 

variability and analyze the cardiac autonomic modulation [97]. Kortelainen and Pärkkä 

recorded ballistocardiographic (BCG) data for subjects during normal sleep, and 

managed to extract heart rate and respiration signal using multichannel algorithms. 

They used Fourier Transform to extracted heart rate and calculated the respiration 

signal [98]. Another researchers used ECG, BCG and PPG to determine blood pressure 

and heart rate variability. They reported that ECG and PPG are more accurate than 

BCG, due to the fact that ECG has sharp complex event labeled with QRS, 

Furthermore, the regularity of PPG signal allows good detection of events. On the 

other hand, the diminished characteristics of the BCG make it more complicated signal 

to process [99]. 

Many researchers have developed techniques to capture the cardiac cycle 

corresponding signals and separate it from noises as well from other important vital 

signs such as respiration. Rahman et al. have implemented an independent component 

analysis (ICA) in the electrical impedance tomography (EIT) to separate the cardiac 

and respiration signals from each other. Experiments were implemented using a 16 

channel EIT device, the electrodes of the channels were placed around the thorax 

circumferentially. It was performed for only 40s and not designed for continuous 

monitoring, and even if it could be enhanced, the hardware of makes it uncomfortable 

for long time use   [100]. Deibele et al. have utilized the principle of component 

analysis (PCA), which is a statistical method, to identify time domain filtering in 

separating the two vital signs. They used two types of filters; FIR to suppress noise of 

higher frequency as well as ventilation lower frequency. the results doesn’t reveal the 
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ECG real shape due to the low sampling rate that make it more sensitive to noises. 

Furthermore, there is a major drawback for using this method is that the EIT images 

changes due to changes in blood vessels volume, but volume variations in greater 

vessels doesn’t certainly specify blood flow on capillaries [101]. Using wearable 

devices in monitoring heart failure remotely reduces hospitalizations and allows to 

assess heart failure states as well as tracking clinical status in the future for outpatients 

with heart failure [102].  

In the same context, the respiration cycle lengths were determined from 

electrocardiographic (ECG) signal for detection sleeping disorders and estimating 

sleeping quality. Vehkaoja et al. extracted R-peaks and respiratory sinus arrhythmia 

from ECG signal at breathing recorded using textile electrodes tied to bed sheets, they 

did not completely separated the two vital signal, nevertheless, they extracted the 

respiration parameters while sleeping with the help ECG signal [103]. Bifulco et al. 

have extracted the cardiac cycle by simply filtering the piezoelectric signal [104]. 

Others have generated piezoelectric signal form chest that was separated into 

respiration, motion, and ballistocardiogram (BCG) waveforms by the use of 

proprietary algorithm, the method was not robust enough in extracting the respiration 

rate due to difficulty for finding RR reference value [105].  

Piezoelectric transducers have been used as well to monitor cardiac cycle, they 

could be divided into two main groups; single element piezoelectric transducer or 

multiple elements transducers [106]. Each element in the array of transducers could be 

shaped as concave [107], convex [108], or plane elements [109].  Piezoelectric 

pressure sensors have been used in sleep monitoring to detect sleep related breathing 

disorders. They used eight piezoelectric sensors to detect movements and fund that it 
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is a promising method to be used at home monitoring [110]. Another researchers have 

planted piezoelectric sensors under the mattress to analyze sleep and collect vital signs. 

They compared their results with PSG data and reported that the system shows a good 

sleep staging and collects respiratory and heart rate information with better 

performance compared with accelerometer-based systems [111]. Sato et al. proposed 

in his research a PZT cardiorespiratory monitor system which is composed of disk-

shaped PZT sensor, two band-pass filters, a breathing movement detector, a cardiac 

beat detector, microprocessors and a temperature controller. The PZT sensor is 

mounted in a plate made of copper covered by insulating sheets with thickness of 0.5 

mm and all placed on an electronic controlled heater. The system collects electrical 

signal of heart beats and manages to separate it from the respiration noise [112]. The 

drawbacks of this system that it contains many devices connected together, the wiring 

is an issue here.  

Bifulco et al. extracted vital signs by simply filtering the piezoelectric signal. 

The patient's ECG signal was simultaneously recorded to provide a time reference of 

the cardiac activity. The piezoelectric sensor was able to record respiratory 

movements, cardiac timing, and heart sounds. These signals can be obtained from the 

recorded signal by applying simple filters [113]. Klap et al. used a piezoelectric sensor 

to measure respiration and extract ballisto-cardiogram (BCG) waveforms using a 

proprietary algorithm. The method was not sufficiently robust in extracting the 

respiration rate because of the difficulty of finding the respiration rate (RR) reference 

value due to environmental noise [114].  

Mizuno and Manhtliep developed a signal-processing algorithm to extract the 

essential vital signs from a noisy signal. They focused on monitoring the heart rate of 
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drivers to determine the drowsiness level for safe driving. They adopted seat-

embedded piezoelectric sensors to detect the heart rate of the driver. These sensors 

measure the body vibration caused by the heartbeat, but the signal also contains a large 

amount of car body vibrations based on the road conditions. To overcome this issue, 

Mizuno et al. proposed a heart rate detection system based on the on-line adaptive 

filtering technique. The proposed system has a simple structure compared with the 

offline time-series model (ARX model)-based system and similar performance [115].  

Al Ahmad et al. proposed the use of a piezoelectric sheet as a contactless 

cardiac cycle sensor to extract heart rate and blood pressure from the measured output 

voltage. The employed piezoelectric sheet captures the heart mechanical activities 

[116]. The generated electrical voltage is conformally mapped with the heart 

mechanical activity, as has been presented in another study [117]. The piezoelectric 

sensors were used in a bed-leaving detection system to monitor the vital signs of the 

body, such as the respiration rate, blood pressure and human body movements. 

Piezoelectric sensors were installed inside a pillow and under a mattress or futon. The 

signal differences between sleeping, awakening, and bed-leaving states were analyzed, 

leading to the development of a status classification method [118].   

Al Taradeh et al. proposed a noninvasive piezoelectric-based method to count 

the heart rate [119]. The piezoelectric sheet was placed on the chest. The mechanical 

activity of the heart caused the sheet to deform, which produced a voltage signal. A 

mechanical model was developed based on the corresponding electrical waveform. 

The main constraint was that the signals were collected while the patient held his or 

her breath; thus, the method must be improved to eliminate the respiration constraint.  
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From the literature, it can be noticed that the previous work has many 

drawbacks, such as, complexity in data processing, wiring issues, or that it needs more 

than one sensor to extract the data. And none of the previous work has extracted a 

whole heart beat signal along with other vital signs at once. Furthermore, the blood 

pressure and heart beat rate were collected either by holding breath or by eliminating 

the breathing noises by another devices.  In our work, single piezoelectric sheet is 

proposed with developed algorithm to extract multi vital signs at once and with the 

ability of extracting heart beat signal from respiration signal directly.   

Using wearable devices in monitoring heart failure remotely reduces 

hospitalizations and allows to assess heart failure states as well as tracking clinical 

status in the future for outpatients with heart failure. The developed sensor allows for 

monitoring remotely respiration rate, heart rate, systolic and diastolic pressure, which 

allows to detect abnormalities early.  

To efficiently monitor the patients, there is a need to let the monitoring 

continuously. The proposed device continually sends the data of the patient to their 

doctor in the hospital, which allows continuous checking on their health and detect any 

abnormalities early. 

Portable monitors improves our understanding of sleep pathophysiology and 

physiology which is significance goal for medical wellness reasons and assessing sleep 

at home without the need of hospitalizing. Repeated measurements, self-

experimentation, and evaluation of temporal patterns are achieved by portable 

monitors. That will allow individualized treatment decisions, and individualized health 

optimization. From here comes the need for developing our portable monitor.  
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Our proposed monitoring technique composed of only single piezoelectric 

sensor placed on the chest that sends the data by Bluetooth to a PC for processing. This 

single sensor collects the data of respiration and heart beats at once, then a developed 

algorithm extract multi vital signs such as respiration rate, heart rate, systolic and 

diastolic pressure.  

The main advantage of this technique over the previous methods that it collects 

multi vital signs using a single piezoelectric sensor with small dimensions, which 

assures the comforts for the patients. The developed sensor is flexible which makes it 

more sensitive to small vibrations collected from the heart and reads the signals more 

accurate than bulk sensors.  

Another advantage of the developed sensor that it could be placed anywhere 

on the abdomen even on the right side away from the heart and still have correct and 

accurate values. This criteria allows patients with special condition to monitor their 

heart condition; patients with heart failure use a pacemaker on the heart, it is difficult 

to monitor them continuously with electrical devices above the heart, so they can use 

this device on the left side of the abdomen. Other researchers collected vital signs from 

the ears, neck or fingers; the area of the abdomen permits to detect multi-vital signs 

related to heart and lungs. 

The simplicity of the developed algorithm gives it more advantage over the 

work in the literature since it does not use filters or complex calculations. Furthermore, 

other researchers used the oscillators to eliminate the effect of noises, in our work we 

used the averaging method of the cycles to eliminate the effect of noises 

mathematically without the need of addition devices. That makes it more compact and 

less complex. 
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The inconvenience of placing too many sensors for monitoring bothers he 

patients. From this fact, the proposed monitoring technique only uses one device for 

sensing. That decreases the wiring used and let the patient to be comfortable for long 

time use. 

In the previous work, some of the researchers used PVDF sensors in fabricating 

pressure sensors for vital signs monitoring. Our developed sensor was fabricated from 

PZT material, which has higher piezoelectric coefficients compared to the PVDF. The 

higher the piezoelectric coefficients, the more it become sensitive to vibrations. That 

makes our sensor more accurate and much efficient. 

The flexible sheet has two PZT sides with stainless steel sheet sandwiched 

between them. The objective of fabricating two flexible sheets is to be able to collect 

two electric signal out from the vibration of the thorax. The idea here is to extract the 

vital sins from the first layer and be able to use the electric signal from the second layer 

for harvesting energy.  That allow the sensor to be enhanced in the future to be self-

powered sensor. 

1.3 Research Objectives 

This thesis explores the development and characteristics of a double-face 

piezoelectric sensor at the interface of PZT materials and flexible steel sheet. This 

work takes a close look at the use of capacitance-voltage measurements for the 

extraction of double piezoelectric thin film material deposited on the two faces of a 

flexible steel sheet. 
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The use of piezoelectric sensors to collect a corresponding representative signal 

from the chest surface requires the human subject to hold his or her breath in order to 

eliminate the respiration effect. This work further contributes to the extraction of the 

corresponding representative vital signs directly from the measured respiration signal. 

This developed algorithm should allow to the heartbeat signal to be extracted 

from a respiration signal taken from the right side of the subject’s chest. This is useful 

for situations in which electric cannot be near a patient’s heart.  

1.4 Research Significance 

In the United Arab Emirates (UAE), common diseases, such as diabetes, 

obesity, and cardiovascular diseases, are observed according to UAE health research 

reported by Ministry of Health in 2016 [120]. Hence, the early diagnosis of diseases is 

a well-known critical step in disease treatment, prevention, and management and can 

even lead to a cure of the disease.  

Heart patients usually need to stay in the hospital for continuous monitoring, 

however, portable monitors are available to carry on their normal activities while 

monitoring their health. These devices should be comfortable to wear and equipped 

with the fewest possible wires so the patient does not need to change batteries often. 

A new algorithm proposed for extracting a heartbeat signal from the generated 

piezoelectric voltage signal that facilitate the development of new sensor generation 

to detect and identify any respiration, and heart abnormalities. This algorithm will have 

the ability to extract heart beat signals utilizing piezoelectric sensors placed away from 

the heart position, which makes it beneficial for patients with special conditions. 
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Compared with the work mentioned in [138] and [139], the proposed work represents 

a paradigm shift technique. The piezoelectric sheet sensor will provide non-invasive 

and contactless connections to capture both temporal respiration and holding breath 

signals from different locations of the subject’s chest. Hence, there is no further need 

for holding breath to collect heart beats; the proposed procedure utilizes the effect of 

the inspiratory cycle. 

The proposed sensor has two piezoelectric layers, one of them to collect the 

signal and the second one could be used to harvest energy and be self-developed 

sensor. Furthermore, The developed algorithm opens the opportunity to extract the 

ECG signal using the same developed algorithm.  

The proposed technique is simple, reliable, and easy to handle, and causes 

minimal inconvenience to the patient as well as to clinics. The developed sensor is 

flexible and light weight, and is able to extract multiple vital signs at the same time 

solving many issues facing the patients nowadays. 

1.5 Research Limitations 

One of the limitations of the algorithm is that the piezoelectric sheet should be 

placed on the chest and abdomen area. It can not be positioned on any other place on 

the body because it depends on the respiration signal in the first place. Furthermore, 

the algorithm can handle small noises, such as speaking, eating, and small movements, 

while measuring; these noises can be removed from the averaging process. The 

algorithm must be further improved to counteract the effect of major noises that could 

occur while the subject is moving. 
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1.6 Dissertation Organization 

This dissertation is organized as follows: 

Chapter 1 (Introduction): This chapter introduces the main objective along with 

the significance and motivation. Furthermore, it reviews briefly the previous research 

related to this topic. 

Chapter 2 (Fundamentals of piezoelectricity): This chapter summarizes the 

fundamental theorem of the piezoelectric effect and discusses the various techniques 

used to characterize piezoelectric materials. 

Chapter 3 (Extraction of piezoelectric constants): This chapter develope a 

novel methodology to extract the piezoelectric constants of thin film materials using 

the capacitance voltage approach. It also analyzes and validates the results. 

Chapter 4 (Noninvasive piezoelectric detection): This chapter discusses the 

proposed algorithm of extraction of the corresponding representative vital signs 

directly from the measured respiration signal. It reports the results gained from 

performing the experiments, describes the processing and analysis of data, and 

discusses the results and validation using a different technique. 

Chapter 5 (Conclusions and Future Work): This chapter summarizes the 

research findings and relates them to the objectives presented in the first chapter and 

future work that could be performed to enhance and elaborate the work.  
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Chapter 2: Fundamentals of Piezoelectricity 

The functionality of piezoelectric materials is being exploited in many 

integrated applications due to their electrical-mechanical reciprocity [121-129]. Some 

types of piezoelectric materials require a polling process to activate their functionality 

[130]. This process can only be carried out at temperatures below the Curie point, when 

the crystal structures cause an electric dipole to be created. Indeed, the piezoelectric 

materials polar domains are distributed randomly before the polling process as 

depicted in Figure 1(a). In perovskite structures the dipole is created by movement of 

the central ion in the structure. The process of polling involves aligning all of these 

individual dipole moments, so that they all point in the same general direction as 

depicted in Figure 1(b).  This is accomplished by putting the crystal in a constant 

electric field to force the dipoles to align.  When the electric field is removed, the 

dipoles remain fairly aligned, although there will still be some element of random 

direction [131]. 

  The most commonly used are PZT [132], zinc oxide (ZnO) [133], aluminum 

nitride (AlN) [134] and polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) [135]. Different methods 

have been used to measure the piezoelectric coefficients [62-67]. For these methods, 

the determination of the variation in physical dimensions, longitudinal and transversal, 

is the key for measuring the piezoelectric material parameters. For bulk ceramic 

materials, the most commonly used method to characterize the piezoelectric 

coefficients is based on using a dynamically varying load, i.e., Berlincourt technique, 

which offers a rapid and cost-effective method of assessing the piezoelectric constants 

[136]. The Berlincourt method is based on the direct measurements of force-induced 

charge. The calibration of the Berlincourt meter is usually carried out using the 
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provided standards. The resonance technique has also been used to measure the 

piezoelectric constants and assumes that samples are infinitely thin or infinitely long, 

and the corrections for finite dimensions must be considered [137]. A comparison 

between various piezoelectric materials is summarized in Table 1. 

 

Figure 1: Piezoelectric materials polar domains orientations (a) before and (b) after 

polling process, after [131]. 

Recently a promising method of measuring the vertical extension of a 

piezoelectric thin film using an impedance analyzer was presented in [138, 139]. 

The proposed method uses the change in capacitance-voltage relation to 

characterize the physical properties. This type of characterization is an attractive 

alternative for several reasons. First, a standard LCR meter is used to get the 

measurement. Second, the technique does not require any kind of mechanical probe to 

measure the displacement, thus it is a non-invasive and destructive technique.  
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Table 1: Characteristics of various kinds of piezoelectric materials 

Property PZT ZnO AlN PVDF 

d33 High Moderate Low Low 

d31 High Moderate Low Low 

Resistance High High High Low 

constant Huge High Low Low 

Sound velocity High Moderate Low Low 

TEC High High Low Low 

Ferroelectricity Yes Yes No Yes 

Density High Low Low Low 

CMOS Not Not fully fully NA 

2.1 Piezoelectric Theory  

Piezoelectric materials generate a voltage signal proportional to applied stress 

[140]. Piezoelectric materials based sensors are used because they produce an output 

voltage is conformally map with the he acting mechanical stress. As has been 

demonstrated earlier by Al Ahmad and Al Shareef, when a piezoelectric sensor is 

placed atop the chest surface, it can detects the contraction and expansion of the heart 

muscle and produce a corresponding voltage [138].  
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Figure 2: Placement of a piezoelectric sheet on the chest 

Figure 2 illustrates a piezoelectric sheet placed on a human chest. The relation 

between the induced vibration in the chest and the corresponding output voltage can 

be represented as follows [141]: 

𝑃(𝑡) = −𝑛𝑉(𝑡)               (1) 

Where P(t) is the pressure resulting from the induced vibrations, V(t) is the 

generated output voltage, and n is the equivalent turns ratio of the piezoelectric sheet. 

The equivalent turn ratio can be calculated by the following formula [142]: 

𝑛 = 𝑑33𝑐𝑝/𝑡                         (2) 

Where 𝑑33 is the piezoelectric charge constant, 𝑐𝑝 is the piezoelectric material 

elastic constant, and t is the piezoelectric sheet thickness. The variation in output 

voltage (�̇�) and variation in applied stress (�̇�) is expressed as [143]: 

�̇� =
𝑐𝑝𝑡𝑐𝑑31

𝜀
 �̇�                                         (3) 
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where𝜀, 𝑐𝑝, 𝑡𝑐 and 𝑑31 are the material dielectric constant, elasticity 

coefficient, thickness and piezoelectric voltage constant, respectively. 

2.2 Capacitive-Voltage Approach 

When a piezoelectric material is sandwiched between two electrodes subjected 

to either mechanical or electrical strains, its geometrical dimensions and dielectric 

constant will change according to the direction and magnitude of the applied field. 

Figure 3(a) illustrates a circular disk of a piezoelectric material without applying any 

type of field. When this disk is driven by applied electrical field with the direction 

opposite to the polling direction, the thickness decreases and the area increases 

simultaneously as depicted in Figure 3(b), resulting in an increase in capacitance. On 

the other hand, if the applied electric field is aligned with the polling direction, the 

thickness increases and the area decreases simultaneously as depicted in Figure 3(c), 

resulting in a decrease in capacitance. Mathematically, a parallel plate capacitance can 

be expressed as per equation (4), as follows: 

𝐶 = 𝜀 𝐴/𝑇                                            (4) 

Where: ε, A, and T are the dielectric constant, area, and thickness of 

piezoelectric layer sandwiched between the common and the outer electrode, 
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respectively.             

 

Figure 3: Illustration of piezoelectric materials response to applied electrical field: (a) 

unbiased disk, (b) anti-parallel and (c) parallel biasing schemes. 

 

2.3 Piezoelectricity for Cardiac and Respiration Cycles 

Piezoelectric sensors have been in use for several years in the field of 

respiration and cardiac signal acquisition.  As an example, an in-house incorporated 

piezoelectric Bluetooth-enabled sensor and another commercially available respiration 

sensor (from Zephyr/USA), as shown in Figure 4, have been used to collect the chest 

response with and without breathing simultaneously. The Bluetooth-enabled systems 

allow collecting the data in a relaxed and reliable manner rather than using wiring and 

cables.  

The piezoelectric sensor incorporates PZT materials with dimensions: 46 mm 

in length, 20 mm in width, and 0.26 mm in thickness with composition of PZT [144]. 

Figure 5 summarizes the measured responses using both sensors. The recorded signals 

in Figure 5 are up to 80 seconds and show a smooth variation in the piezoelectric; 

meanwhile, the Zephyr response at certain time points shows non-smooth variations. 

Figure 5 depicts the holding breath interval from 55 to 75 seconds. The Zephyr sensor 

response exhibits approximately linear behavior, while the piezoelectric sensor 

produces a strain of cycles that are conformally mapped with the cardiac mechanical 
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physiology. The utilized piezoelectric transducer exhibits reliable responses in both 

holding breath and respiration modes.     

 

Figure 4: Employed experimental setup for piezoelectric sensor to collect chest 

signals 

 

Figure 5: Measurements using piezoelectric sheet sensor and Zephyr sensor 
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Chapter 3: Extraction of Piezoelectric Constants 

The piezoelectric materials are incorporated in a smart structures to exhibit 

specific functionality. The activity of piezoelectric material dimension and electrical 

properties can be changed with an applied stress. These variations are translated to a 

change in the capacitance of the structure. This work takes a close look at the use of 

the capacitance-voltage measurements for extraction of double piezoelectric thin film 

material deposited at the two faces of a flexible steel sheet. The piezoelectric thin film 

materials have been deposited using the radiofrequency (RF) sputtering techniques. A 

Gamry analyzer Reference 3000 was used to collect the capacitance-voltage 

measurements from both layers. The developed algorithm extracts directly the 

piezoelectric coefficients knowing the film thickness, the applied voltage, and the 

capacitance ratio. The capacitance ratio is the ratio between the capacitances of the 

film when the applied field is antiparallel and parallel to the polling field direction, 

respectively. The method has been calibrated using a piezoelectric bulk ceramic and 

validated by comparing the result with the reported values in the literature. The 

extracted values using the current approach match well the values extracted by other 

existing methods. 

3.1 Current Approach  

In previous research [138, 139], Al Ahmad et al.  have presented a new method 

of measuring piezoelectric thin film’s vertical extension by utilizing the CV approach. 

This approach has received attention, and several studies have commented and 

elaborated on its advantages and disadvantages [145, 146]. Many researchers consider 

the reported CV method to be the easiest and quickest to provide results. This method 
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does not require sample preparations as in other methods, which make it also cheaper. 

In this work, the piezoelectric coefficients have been extracted by a new algorithm 

using the CV method and applied to a proposed piezoelectric structure. The 

development of advanced piezoelectric structures that incorporate two piezoelectric 

layers sandwiching a flexible metallic sheet call for further optimization and 

enhancement of the current existing characterization methods.  

The application of DC field opposite to the polled field will result in the 

contraction of the layer thickness and expansion in the area, hence the capacitance is 

expressed as per equation (5): 

𝐶↓↑ =  𝜀(𝐴 + ∆𝐴)(𝑇 −  ∆𝑇)−1                                               (5) 

Where ∆𝐴 and ∆𝑇 are the variation in area and thickness, respectively. 

Meanwhile, the application of DC field parallel to the polled field will result in the 

contraction of the layer area and expansion in the thickness, hence the capacitance is 

expressed as per equation (6): 

C↑↑ =  𝜀(A − ∆A)(𝑇 +  ∆𝑇)−1                                                 (6) 

Dividing (5) over (6), yields: 

C𝑟(T − ∆T)(𝑇 +  ∆𝑇)−1 =  (A + ∆A)(𝐴 −  ∆𝐴)−1                           (7) 

Where Cr= C↓↑/C↑↑. Equation (7) connects the change in capacitance ratio 

with the change in dimension due to the piezoelectric effect. With the help of 

(1 +  𝑥)𝑛= 1 +  𝑛𝑥, yields: 

C𝑟(1 − 2∆T/T) =  (1 + 2∆A/A)                           (8) 
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Equation (8) correlates the changes in capacitance ratio to both changes in 

thickness and area. 

It is worth mentioning that the deposition process of both layers may end up 

with different thicknesses and dielectric constants, as they are deposited sequentially. 

To overcome such discrepancies, the variation in areas, thicknesses, and dielectric 

constants are expressed in terms of applied electric field, rather than the applied 

voltage. By this, the geometrical variations and change in dielectric constants will be 

normalized. The variation in thickness and area in terms of applied electric field (E) 

can be expressed as follows [147]: 

±∆T/T = ±𝑑33𝐸                                                           (9)  

±∆A/A = ±2𝑑31𝐸 + (𝑑31𝐸)2                                                               (10)                                                                

Where 𝑑33 and 𝑑31 are the longitudinal and transversal piezoelectric voltage 

constants, respectively. As revealed from (9), the variation in thickness exhibits a 

linear relationship with the applied field, and from (10) the variation in area exhibits a 

quadratic relationship with the applied field. Substituting (9) and (10) into (8), 

produces: 

C𝑟 − 2C𝑟𝑑33𝐸 =  1 + 4𝑑31𝐸 + 2(𝑑31𝐸)2                                              (11) 

Rearraning (11) for 𝑑31, assuming 𝑑33  = 2𝑑31   yields: 

2𝐸2𝑑31
2 + (4E𝐶𝑟 + 4E)𝑑31 + (1 − 𝐶𝑟) = 0                                             (12) 

Solving equation (12) for 𝑑31, yields: 

𝑑31 = (−(𝐶𝑟 + 1) ± √𝐶𝑟
2 + 2.5𝐶𝑟 + 0.5) 𝐸−1             (13) 
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Equation (13) states that there are two possible solutions, nevertheless, if the 

materials exhibit no piezoelectric effect, Cr is equal to 1 and 𝑑31 is equal to zero. 

Hence the solution should read: 

𝑑31 = (−(𝐶𝑟 + 1) + √𝐶𝑟
2 + 2.5𝐶𝑟 + 0.5) 𝐸−1                       (14) 

The significant of (14) is that it can solve for 𝑑31without any required 

knowledge and information about the change in dielectric constant or any other 

variations. The only needed parameter is the thickness of the sputtered thin film. 

Hence, for a given piezoelectric film, after the polling process, the capacitances 

recorded correspond to specific voltage value with negative and positive polarities. 

Then the electric field (E) and capacitance ratio (Cr) are computed. 

 It is worth mentioning that the assumed condition d33≈2d31, can be replaced 

by a general one d33=xd31, where x can assume its values between 1 and 3. 

Furthermore, almost 95% of the published literature in PZT-based piezoelectric 

materials has reported numerical values for d33 and d31; accordingly they can be 

approximated so that d33≈2d31. Indeed, for the PZT based materials, the domain 

structure of the grains has a strong influence on this ratio (d33/d31).  

3.2 Sample Preparation  

To demonstrate the current approach, a thin piezoelectric film was deposited 

on both sides of a steel sheet using the sputtering technique. The deposition conditions 

are listed in Table 2. The film post-annealing process was done at 700 ℃ for one hour. 

The thickness of the employed steel flexible sheet is of 50 μm, and the thickness of the 
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deposited piezoelectric layers on both steel sides was measured to be 2.41 μm. Figure 

6 illustrates the stack composed of thin metallic steel sheets coated from both sides 

with noble materials PLT/Pt/Ti as a seeding layer for the deposition of the piezoelectric 

thin film materials layers on both faces of the steel. As illustrated in Figure 6, the shim 

layer is a flexible steel sheet which acts as a common electrode. Furthermore, both 

outer surfaces of PZE1 and PZE2 are coated with Al metallization to form electrical 

contacts. The film polling was conducted at room temperature with the application of 

250 kV/cm for 20 minutes. The CV measurements were conducted between the 

metallic shim and the outer electrical electrodes.   

 

Figure 6: Illustration of double piezoelectric layers (PZE1 and PZE2) sandwiching a 

metallic sheet (shim) with polling directions (↓P) 

Both layers were polled in the same direction, hence, for identically applied 

voltage polarities applied across them, their thicknesses will either increase or decrease 

simultaneously. Meanwhile, if the applied voltages polarities are opposite to each 

other, one layer will increase in thickness and the other layer thickness will decrease.  

To assess the efficiency of the fabrication process, XRD measurements were 

conducted for the steel flexible sheet before PZT deposition (blank) and for the flexible 

sheet with a PZT deposited over steel (coated). Figure 7 represents the XRD 

Shim (common electrode)

PZE1

PZE2

P

Outer PZE1 electrode

Outer PZE2 electrode
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measurements, the filled circle represents the diffraction peaks of the steel flexible 

sheet, and the open circles represent the diffraction peaks of the PZT deposition layer 

on the flexible steel sheet. Clearly, the existence of multiple peaks stimulates the 

distribution of the peaks along the angle of orientation, revealinng that the PZT 

deposition quality is high and the sample does not have disordered materials. 

Figure 7: XRD measurements of the fabricated PZT layer 

Table 2: PZT thin film deposition conditions 

 Ti Pt PLT PZT 

Deposition temp [℃] 500 500 650 700 

Sputtering Pressure [Pa] 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.5 

 RF power [W] 80 100 150 90 

Ar/O2 [sccm] 20/0 20/0 19.5/0.5 19.5/0.5 

Deposition time [min] 6 8 15 300 
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3.3 Calibration Method  

To further calibrate the proposed method, PZT unclamped bulk ceramic with 

thickness 0.24 mm has been utilized. The CV measurements are depicted in Figure 8. 

The measured 𝑑31 using Berlincourt meter is 250 pm per volt of this unclamped 

sample. The extracted 𝑑31 piezoelectric voltage constant using equation (14) yields 

190 pm per volt. The current method is corrected by multiplying equation (14) with a 

factor (4/3), to correct the discrepancy between measured and extracted values. 

Therefore the modified equation reads: 

𝑑31 = (4/3) (−(𝐶𝑟 + 1) + √𝐶𝑟
2 + 2.5𝐶𝑟 + 0.5) 𝐸−1                 (15) 

 

Figure 8: Measured CV of bulk sample 
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3.4 Results and Discussion 

The electrical measurements were taken using a Gamry Reference 3000 

analyzer. Capacitances versus frequency measurements (at zero bias) were conducted 

to determine the frequency range and its self-resonance frequency. The capacitance 

shows a smooth response over the frequency as displayed by Figure 9. The 

measurements were taken along frequency variations in the range of 1-80 kHz. A dc 

voltage was applied to both layers for capacitance versus frequency at +3 volt DC bias 

(anti-polarization), and at -3 volt DC voltage bias (parallel to polarization).  

Figure 9: Capacitance versus frequency measurements for unbiased (at zero volts), 

anti-parallel (at +3 volt) and parallel biasing (at -3 volt) 

Figure 8 and 9 show that when the applied voltage is anti-parallel to the polling 

direction of PZT material, the values of the measured capacitance increases with the 

frequency as it reaches around 230 nF. On the other hand, applying voltage parallel to 

the polling direction decreases the values of the measured capacitance slightly with the 

frequency and reaches around 75 nF. While in the zero biasing case, the capacitance 

measurements nearly stayed constant around the value 135 nF over the range of 
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frequencies. As anticipated, the applied voltage in either parallel or opposite to polling 

direction will cause a change in the dimension which is pronounced by the capacitance 

measurements.  

The two layers were polled in opposite directions. Figure 10 shows the two 

piezoelectric capacitance voltage responses when the applied voltage is swept from -

0.3 to +0.3 volts. For layer 1, the capacitance increased for the positive applied field 

as it was driven opposite to the polling field direction, meanwhile it decreased for the 

negative values as it was driven parallel to the polling field direction. On the contrary, 

for layer 2, the capacitance increased for the negative applied field as it was driven 

parallel to the polling field direction, meanwhile it decreased for positive values as it 

was driven opposite to the polling field direction.  

Figure 10: Simultaneous CV measurements of the two piezoelectric layers 

With the help of equation (15) and the data presented in Figure 6, the extracted 

𝑑31 and 𝑑33   piezoelectric voltage constants have been estimated and depicted in 

Figure 11. The applied electric field is of 1.25 volt per μm. The constants exhibit a 

smooth behavior over a wide frequency range. At a frequency of 40 kHz, 𝑑33   and 
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𝑑31   constants read 284 and 142 pm per volt, respectively. These values are 

comparable with reported values in the literature for the same thin film thickness [148]. 

 

Figure 11: Extracted piezoelectric voltage constants using (15) 

Equation (15) along with CV measurements presented in Figure 10 have been 

used to extract the piezoelectric constants of both layer 1 and layer 2 of the stack shown 

in Figure 6. The estimated mean values of values for 𝑑31  of layers 1 and 2 are 125 and 

130 pm per volt, respectively. Furthermore, the variation in the capacitance 

incorporating piezoelectric materials due to the applied voltage can be generated either 

by the dielectric constant voltage dependency and/or from the expansion/contraction 

in the dimensions of the polled material.  

Figure 12 revealed that the change in the polarization due to the change in 

electric field is equal to 1.6 C/cm2. Hence, the equivalent capacitance change from this 

change in polarization is 0.6 pF. Therefore, 1% of the measured capacitance change is 

due to dielectric constant voltage dependency while 99% of this change is referred to 

the variations of sample dimensions due to the piezoelectric effect. The piezoelectric 
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constant (e31,f) is then estimated to be -3.8 C/m2. The dielectric constant of the film is 

computed to be 240 on average. 

 

Figure 12: Polarization curve for the deposited film above steel sheet 

3.5 Summary 

The characterization of piezoelectric constants relevant to a specific 

application will enhance their use. This work contributes to the development of an 

innovative methodology to determine the piezoelectric constants. The piezoelectric 

material should be incorporated as a capacitance dielectric material. An electric field 

is then applied to drive the film parallel and anti-parallel to the polling field direction. 

This is usually done by sweeping the voltage from negative to positive values. The 

variations in geometric dimensions and the corresponding dielectric constant of the 

materials due to the applied field will be reflected in the measured capacitance. The 

developed model requires only the pre-knowledge of the film thickness and 

automatically de-embeds the change in dielectric constant due to the applied stress. 

The proposed method has been calibrated using unclamped bulk PZT ceramic and 
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validated using conventional meters. The estimated and measured values are well 

corroborated with each other. The proposed technique does not require any sample 

heavy preparation steps, and provides a rapid response along with accurate estimation.   
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Chapter 4: Noninvasive Piezoelectric Detection 

Monitoring of vital signs plays a key role in the diagnosis of several diseases. 

Piezoelectric sensors have been utilized to collect a corresponding representative 

signal from the chest surface. The subject typically needs to hold his or her breath to 

eliminate the respiration effect. This work further contributes to the extraction of the 

corresponding representative vital signs directly from the measured respiration signal. 

The contraction and expansion of the heart muscles, as well as the respiration 

activities, will induce a mechanical vibration across the chest wall. This vibration can 

be converted into an electrical output voltage via piezoelectric sensors. During 

breathing, the measured voltage signal is composed of the cardiac cycle activities 

modulated along with the respiratory cycle activity.  

The proposed technique employs the principles of piezoelectric and signal-

processing methods to extract the corresponding signal of cardiac cycle activities from 

a breathing signal measured in real time. All the results were validated step by step by 

a conventional apparatus, with good agreement observed. 

In a previous work, Al Ahmad and Al Shareef proposed a noninvasive 

piezoelectric-based method to count the heart rate [138]. The piezoelectric sheet was 

placed on the chest. The mechanical activity of the heart causes the sheet to deform, 

which produces a voltage signal. A mechanical model was developed based on the 

corresponding electrical waveform. The main constraint here was that the signals were 

collected while the patient held his or her breath; thus, the method must be improved 

to eliminate the respiration constraint. In this thesis, a novel piezoelectric-based 

approach that allows for the extraction of cardiac cycle parameters from a breathing 

measured signal is investigated. During breathing, the measured voltage signal is 
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composed of the cardiac cyclic activities modulated along with the respiratory cyclic 

activity.  

The proposed method utilizes the principles of the piezoelectric and 

convolution techniques along with Fourier transformation to extract the corresponding 

signal of the cardiac cycle activities from a breathing signal measured in real time.  

In the following sections, the processes used to extract respiration, heart rate 

and blood pressure values will be discussed sequentially. These parameters are 

extracted directly from the output voltage of the piezoelectric sheet simultaneously. 

4.1 Extraction of Respiration Rate  

The physiological activities of lungs induce mechanical vibrations inside the 

chest wall [149]. Such vibrations are correlated with the respiration rate [150]. When 

a piezoelectric sheet is positioned on the exterior surface of the chest, such induced 

vibrations acts as a mechanical load on the piezoelectric sheet. The piezoelectric sheet 

correspondingly produces an electrical voltage signal that is correlated with the 

activities of lungs and heart [151].  

Figure 13(a) displays the measured output voltage time domain signal collected 

using a piezoelectric sheet placed on top of the chest. The periodic signal has multiple 

peaks numbered from 1-8 over a 20 s time period. The peaks are conformally mapped 

to the lungs’ performance. The volume of inlet air to the lungs, which is called the tidal 

volume, is correlated with the maximum peaks. The slope between the maximum peak 

(A) and minimum peak (B) reflects the exhalation process, while the slope between 

the minimum peak (B) and maximum peak (C) reflects the inhalation process of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tidal_volume
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tidal_volume
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breathing and applies to the remaining peaks.  The peaks of the piezoelectric signal 

taken upon breathing were defined. The time span between each maximum peak and 

the next one, as well as between the bottom peaks, represents the breath cycle period 

(𝐵𝑐). Figure 13(b) illustrates that the cycle period changes slightly from cycle to cycle, 

and in (c) the average breath cycle with standard deviation. 

 

Figure 13: Extracting respiration rate (a) Output voltage measured using a 

piezoelectric sheet while breathing. (b) Changes in the breath cycle period over the 

cycles (c) The average cycle with standard deviation. 

By taking the average of the cycles and then calculating the respiration rate per 

minute by dividing 60 over the time period of the averaged cycle, a respiration rate of 

23.7 is obtained for the subject. The following expression was used to extract the 

respiration rate (breath per minute) from the piezoelectric signal: 
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𝑅𝑅 = 𝑁𝑃 (
60

𝑇𝑤
)                                                     (16) 

Where 𝑇𝑤 is a selected period of time during which the signal is collected and 

𝑁𝑃 is the number of positive peaks for the selected period of time. The period of breath 

cycle variation was considered by taking the signal over a selected period and then 

converting it to breaths per minute. Using equation (16) and the data presented in 

Figure 12(a), the calculated RR was found to be 24 breaths per minute. In comparison, 

the measured rate found by counting the breaths taken in one minute was 23 breaths 

per minute, indicating an error of less than 5%. 

4.2 Extraction of Heartbeat Rate  

Heartbeat parameters are extracted from a holding-breath signal since this type 

of signal is a heart signal without the interference of the respiration effect. The signal 

was taken over a selected period of time using the same piezoelectric sensor placed on 

the left side of the chest, as shown in Figure 14(a). The measured piezoelectric signal 

is conformally mapped to the heart mechanical activities. There are three main heart 

actions, which are represented in the output piezoelectric signal in three regions. The 

first region reflects the atrial contraction and is marked by (A) in Figure 14(a). This 

region is generated due to the depolarization of the atrial fibers and aortic valve 

opening, which causes the contraction.  

The second region represents the ventricular contraction and is represented as 

(B)–(D) in Figure 14(a). The ventricular contraction is generated due to the 

depolarization of ventricular fibers. This activation, along with the closing of the aortic 

valve, makes the ventricules contract. Thus, the stress of the heart is intensified by 
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ventricular depolarization in the ejection or contracting interval, which is between 

points (B) and (C). The aortic valves are then re-opened, and the repolarization of 

ventricular fibers is initiated to the relaxation point, represented by (D). Thus, the heart 

stress decreases until reaching point (D). Repolarizing the ventricular fibers will 

retrieve its actions and increase the heart stress to reach point (E) [152]. 

 

Figure 14: Extracting heart rate (a) Output voltage measured using a piezoelectric 

sheet while the patient held his or her breath. (b) Heartbeat cycle period changes over 

the cycles (c) The average cycle and standard deviation. 

The peaks of the piezoelectric signal were defined. The time span between the 

maximum peaks or bottom peaks represents the beat cycle period. The heartbeat cycle 

period varies slightly from cycle to cycle, as shown in Figure 14(b). The average value 

of the time range of the cycles is shown in Figure 14(c) with the standard deviation. 

To extract the heart rate from the piezoelectric signal, the beat cycle peaks, denoted by 
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1-10 in Figure 14(b), were counted (𝑁𝑃) over a selected period of time (𝑇𝑤), and the 

following expression was employed:   

𝐻𝑅 = 𝑁𝑃 (
60

𝑇𝑤
)                          (17) 

Using equation (17) and the data presented in Figure 14(a), the calculated HR 

was found to be 83 beats per minute. In comparison, the measured rate found by 

counting the heart beats taken in one minute was 87 beats per minute, indicating an 

error of less than 5%. 

4.3 Extraction of Blood Pressure Values 

Another vital sign was extracted from the piezoelectric signals when the patient 

was holding his or her breath, namely, the blood pressure. When the signal was 

collected from the piezoelectric sheet, the systolic pressure (SP) and diastolic pressure 

(DP) were measured at the same moment conventionally using an electronic 

sphygmomanometer, or a blood pressure meter. The DP can be extracted from the 

heartbeat signal by mapping the SP from the conventional meter with the maximum 

value of the heartbeat signal. First, from the conventional meter readings, one can 

obtain: 

𝛥𝑃𝑚 = 𝑆𝑃𝑚 − 𝐷𝑃𝑚                  (18) 

Where 𝛥𝑃𝑐 is the difference between the 𝑆𝑃𝑐 and 𝐷𝑃𝑐 of the conventional meter. 

On the other hand, the maximum and minimum of the heartbeat signal collected from 

the piezoelectric signal while holding the breath are represented by H and L, 

respectively, as shown in Figure 15(a). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sphygmomanometer
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The difference between H and L is: 

 𝛥𝑜:𝛥0 = 𝐻 − 𝐿                           (19) 

The piezoelectric signal revealed that each 1 mv in the piezoelectric voltage 

signal corresponds to 1 mmHg in the conventional meter blood pressure readings. 

The average value of the maximum peaks (𝐻𝑎𝑣) corresponds to the highest 

reading value in the conventional meter (𝑆𝑃𝑚). The same applies to the cycle level 

value of the piezoelectric signal (𝐻𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒) and blood pressure value (𝑆𝑃𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒). The 

following statements relate the piezoelectric signal to the blood pressure values: 

𝐻𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 = (𝑆𝑃𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝐻𝑎𝑣)/𝑆𝑃𝑚                    (20) 

𝐿𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 = 𝐻𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 − 𝛥𝑣_𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒                (21) 

For the entire holding-breath signal, the average 𝛥𝑜was found to be 0.0527. 

The average H was 0.0246, the average L was 0.0281, and 𝛥𝑃𝑐 was 48. From the 

previous equations, the SP and DP were extracted from each cycle of the hold-

breathing signal, as shown in Figure 15(b). The average extracted SP was 112, and the 

average DP was 64. Figure 15(c) shows the average values of the systolic and diastolic 

pressure along with the standard deviation over the selected time range. In comparison, 

the values from the conventional meter for the SP and DP were 112 and 64, 

respectively.   
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Figure 15: Extracting blood pressure (a) A cycle of the signal obtained while the 

patient was holding his or her breath, labeled with H and L peaks. (b) The variations 

of the SP and DP extracted from each cycle (c) The average cycles and standard 

deviation. 

A comparison of the output voltages signals in Figures 13(a) and 14(a) 

illustrates that the breathing signal is three times larger in amplitude than the hold-

breathing signal; the produced electrical voltage corresponds to only cardiac cycle 

contraction and expansion activities. Meanwhile, during the breathing mode, the 

generated electrical voltage is due to both heart muscle and lung activities 

simultaneously. The hold-breathing signal exhibits a higher frequency than the 

breathing signal. The frequency of the latter signal represents the respiration rate, 

whereas the frequency of the former signal represents the heart rate. The heart rate is 

always higher than the respiration rate because the lungs normally expands and 

contracts up to 20 times a minute to supply oxygen to be distributed throughout the 
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body and expel carbon dioxide that has been created throughout the body [153]. 

Meanwhile, the heart muscle expands and contracts up to 100 times a minute to supply 

blood the whole body [154].      

In the next upcoming sections, the RR, HR and BP values will be extracted 

directly from the corresponding output signal of respiration via signal-processing 

methods.  

4.4 Extraction of the Cardiac Signal from the Respiration Signal  

As illustrated previously, the heart rate can be easily extracted from the 

piezoelectric signal under the hold-breathing situation. However, this extraction 

method is not practical when asking the patients to continue to hold their breath. Thus, 

accurately extracting the entire heartbeat signal from the respiration signal becomes 

critical. The significance of the heartbeat signal involves the ability to extract its 

multiple vital signs, such as the heart rate, SP and DP.  

 

Figure 16: Schematic illustrations: (a) human upper body schema (heart, lungs, and 

thorax); chest is divided into the left side (L) and right side (R). (b) System 

representation and modeling. The excitation signal is represented by x(t), the 

respiration signal. 
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This section proposes a pre-processing method for removing the respiration-

related component from the signal of a piezoelectric sensor located on the chest. The 

schematic representation and system modeling of the current approach are illustrated 

in Figures 16(a) and (b), respectively. Figure 16(a) illustrates the left and right sides 

of the human chest, within which both the lungs and heart are shown.  

Based on the causality principle, the presented system model in Figure 16(b) is 

proposed to establish the relationships among the different signals. The chest wall 

exhibits two impulse responses according to whether it is in hold-breathing (ℎ𝑅(𝑡)) or 

breathing mode (ℎ𝐻(𝑡)). Based on this model, one can argue that both breathing and 

hold-breathing actions are generated from the same excitation signal source. This 

excitation signal can be represented by a two-level minimum and maximum threshold 

function. The hold-breathing model is activated when a minimum threshold is 

assumed, whereas the breathing mode is activated when its maximum value is 

assumed. From the modeling shown in Figure 16(b) and using convolution theory 

[155], 𝑦𝑅(𝑡) and 𝑦𝐻(𝑡) are expressed as: 

𝑦𝑅(𝑡) = 𝑥(𝑡) ∗ ℎ𝑅(𝑡)                   (22) 

𝑦𝐻(𝑡) = 𝑥(𝑡) ∗ ℎ𝐻(𝑡)                (23) 

Where “*” represents the convolution operator. ℎ𝑅(𝑡) and ℎ𝐻(𝑡) represent the 

chest wall impulse responses under the breathing and hold-breathing modes, 

respectively. These responses depend on several parameters, namely, the chest wall 

thickness and human health conditions. The Fourier transform [156] of (22) and (23) 

yields  

𝑌𝑅(𝑓) = 𝑋(𝑓)𝐻𝑅(𝑓)                   (24) 
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𝑌𝐻(𝑓) = 𝑋(𝑓)𝐻𝐻(𝑓)                   (25)  

Where 𝑌𝑅(𝑓), 𝑌𝐻(𝑓), 𝑋(𝑓), 𝐻𝑅(𝑓) and 𝐻𝐻(𝑓) are the corresponding Fourier 

transforms of 𝑦𝑅(𝑡), 𝑦𝐻(𝑡), 𝑥(𝑡), ℎ𝑅(𝑡) and ℎ𝐻(𝑡), respectively. The objective is to 

extract 𝑦𝐻(𝑡) directly from 𝑦𝑅(𝑡). Dividing (25) over (24) yields 

𝑌𝐻(𝑓) = 𝑌𝑅(𝑓) (
𝐻𝐻(𝑓)

𝐻𝑅(𝑓)
)                 (26) 

Rearranging (26) and taking the inverse Fourier transform yields 

𝑦𝐻(𝑡) = 𝐹−1 [
𝐻𝐻(𝑓)

𝐻𝑅(𝑓)
] ∗ 𝑦𝑅(𝑡)                        (27) 

Hence, (27) represents the hold-breathing time domain extracted signal from 

the measured respiration signal. For further simplification, 𝛤(𝑡) is introduced as 

follows: 

Γ(𝑡) = 𝐹−1 [
𝐻𝐻(𝑓)

𝐻𝑅(𝑓)
]                 (28) 

As long as there are no changes in the physiological status of the subject health 

in terms of lungs, cardiac diseases and dramatic weight change, 𝛤(𝑡) remains an 

invariable time domain response. Otherwise, 𝛤(𝑡) will vary accordingly and should be 

recomputed. Furthermore, since both cardiac and respiratory parameters are expressed 

per minute, the averaging of the hold-breathing and breathing cycles is introduced. 

Moreover, to count for the invariable time domain response, the initial measured and 

averaged cycles for the breathing (𝐻𝑅0(𝑓)) and hold-breathing (𝐻𝐻0(𝑓)) responses are 

used to compute Γ0(𝑡) as follows:       

Γ0(𝑡) = 𝐹−1 [
𝐻𝐻0(𝑓)

𝐻𝑅0(𝑓)
]                  (29) 
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While fabricating, thicknesses of the deposited piezoelectric material defers 

from device to another. To overcome this issue, the initial measurements are done once 

at the beginning to find the Γ0(𝑡). These measurements and calculations that are 

perfomed  at the initial stage are used to calibrate the sensor.  

4.5 Measurements and Analysis 

A set of experiments have been designed and conducted to explore, investigate 

and validate the developed theoretical approach. 

4.5.1 Computation of the Chest Impulse Response 

To execute the proposed algorithm, because the periodicities of the hold-

breathing and breathing cycles are not identical and differ slightly from each other 

within the same mode, an average cycle for each mode is first computed. Figures 17(a) 

and (b) illustrate the average cycle for the breathing and hold-breathing modes, 

respectively. This averaging is recommended to overcome the slight change in 

periodicity of the cycles within the same mode.  

To proceed further, the average breathing cycle has been scaled down in time 

to have the same period as for the average holding-breath cycle, as depicted in Figure 

17(c). This scaled-down process is important to proceed with the calculations, as both 

signals should have the same time length. The variability in respiration cycle lengths 

and heartbeat intervals when calculating the average signal has been considered along 

with the direct impact of the variation in the respiration time scale on the frequency 

response scale. Meanwhile, the average cycle of the hold-breathing signal is 

interpolated to increase the time points, as displayed in Figure 17(d). Then, the 
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corresponding frequency domain signals for the average cycles are computed using 

the Fourier transform. Their magnitudes versus frequency are plotted in Figures 18(a) 

and (b).  

Recalling equations (27) and (28), the Γ0(f) function can be computed directly 

from 𝑌𝐻0(𝑓) and YR0(f) as follows: 

Γ0(f) = YH0(f)/YR0(f)                                (30) 

Where 𝑌𝐻0(𝑓) and 𝑌𝑅0(𝑓) are the corresponding frequency domain signals for 

the average hold-breathing and breathing mode cycles, respectively. Figures 18(c) and 

(d) represent the frequency and time domain responses of 𝛤0(𝑓), respectively, which 

will be utilized in the next subsection to compute the corresponding hold-breathing 

signal.  

 

Figure 17: Measured average signals cycles: (a) average breathing of three constitute 

cycles and (b) average hold-breathing cycle signals of eight constitute cycles, 

respectively; (c) scaled-down average breathing cycle; (d) interpolated average hold-

breathing cycle. 
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4.5.2 Cardiac Cycle Extraction  

To reconstruct the corresponding hold-breathing signal from an instantaneous 

measured breathing signal, (27) can be reformulated as follows:  

yH(t) = F−1 [ (
HH0(f)

HR0(f)
) YR(f)]                       (31) 

 Using equation (31), an instantaneous cycle can be reconstructed by 

multiplying the Fourier transform of an instantaneously measured breathing cycle with 

the predefined chest impulse response, 𝛤0(𝑓), computed in the previous subsection. 

The instantaneous hold-breathing cycle (𝑦𝐻(𝑡)) can then be extracted by finding the 

inverse Fourier transform of this multiplication.  

Figure 19(a) represents an instantaneously measured cycle with a respiration 

rate of 25 breaths per minute. The corresponding reconstructed hold-breathing cycles 

are shown in Figure 19(b). The corresponding heart rate is computed to be 85 beats 

per minute. The reconstructed signal cycles are superimposed with the averaged 

measured hold-breath cycles in Figure 19(b). As revealed by comparing both signals 

in Figure 19(b), the algorithm reproduces the hold breath signal cycles with high 

accuracy.  
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Figure 18: Gamma time and frequency domain signals: (a) magnitudes of the 

frequency domains of the average hold-breathing (Y_H0 (f)) and (b) breathing 

(Y_R0 (f)) cycle signals; (c) computed frequency and (d) and time domain signals of 

Γ_0 (f). 

4.6 Validation  

For further validation; the breath and hold-breathing signals were collected 

from different human subjects using the Bluetooth-enabled piezoelectric system. In 

addition to that, the six subjects corresponding vital signs: respiration rate, heartbeat 

rate, and pressure pulse were measured using the conventional equipment.  

Table 3 summarizes the measured vital signs using conventional equipment 

and methods along with weight, height, age and subject’s gender. Figure 20 shows the 

average respiration cycles along with the corresponding hold-breathing signal 
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superimposed with the averaged measured hold-breathing cycles of selected cases. 

Figures 20(a), (c) and (e) are the instantaneously measured breathing cycles, and (b), 

(d) and (f) are their corresponding extracted hold-breathing corresponding cycles 

superimposed with the average measured hold-breathing cycles.  

Table 3: Measured parameters for using conventional meters*  

Case W H RR PP HB Age Gender 

1 55 1.61 21 35 74 26 F 

2 40 1.53 26 32 83 28 F 

3 51 1.62 18 29 65 29 F 

4 50 1.54 27 32 70 33 F 

5 58 1.59 23 31 79 27 F 

6 53 1.62 21 38 60 25 M 

 

* Where; W: weigh in kg; H: height in meter; RR: respiration rate in breath per 

minute; PP: pulse pressure in mmHg; HB: heartbeat in beat per minute. 

 

Figure 19: Extraction of the hold-breathing signal: (a) instantaneous measured 

breathing cycle and (b) corresponding constructed hold-breathing cycles 
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Figure 20: Selected cases: (a), (c) and (e) are the instantaneously measured breathing 

cycles, and (b), (d) and (f) are the corresponding constructed hold-breathing cycles 

superimposed with the average measured hold-breathing cycles. 

Now, the corresponding RHB and PP parameters have been estimated from the 

signal represented in Figure 8. The current approach has been successfully employed 

to extract the hold breathing signals. Figures 20(b), (d) and (f) revealed that measured 

and extracted are well cooperated with each other. The error in regeneration of the 

holding-breath signal is very negligible. With the algorithms presented in reference 

[20]; the corresponding computed parameters are summarized in Table 4. 
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Table 4: Extracted parameters from reconstructed hold breathing cycles* 

 Estimated Error (%) 

Case RR HB PP ERR EHB EPP 

1 24 66 27 14 10 22 

2 26 75 29 0.0 9 9 

4 20 75 32 11 15 10 

5 26 66 21 3.0 5 34 

6 30 80 30 30 1 3 

7 20 60 27 4.0 0 28 

Average error (%) 10 7 18 

*ERR, EHB and EPP are the errors in RR rate, HB rate and PP, respectively. 

The hold-breathing cycles extracted from the relevant respiration signals are 

identical to the measured hold-breathing cycles. Hence, the error of this extraction 

process is almost negligible, which proves the validity of the algorithm. The exact 

location of the sensor affects the transfer functions, and the appropriate position has 

been optimized experimentally. The left side of the chest is the optimal position for 

the piezoelectric sheet to extract the hold-breathing signal. Nevertheless, the right side 

of the developed algorithm can extract the hold-breathing signal from the piezoelectric 

sheet placed on the right side of the chest, which is beneficial for patients with special 

conditions.  
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4.7 Discussion  

The main application of the current work is the monitoring of multiple vital 

signs of patients, such as the respiration rate from the piezoelectric signal, heart rate, 

and blood pressure from the extracted heart beat signal. The advantage of the algorithm 

is that it does not require the patient to hold his or her breath while measuring and is 

improved compared to the existing algorithm; the proposed algorithm is able to 

measure a patient’s heart rate and blood pressure using one small piezoelectric sheet 

while moving normally. Being able to measure multiple vital signs from one 

piezoelectric sheet makes the monitoring easier and more comfortable for patients, 

with fewer wiring complications. Moreover, the proposed method can extract the heart 

rate signal from the right side of the chest for special cases where the patient cannot 

tolerate electric monitors on top of the heart position.  

Sullivan et al. [157] proposed a system composed of piezoelectric sensors and 

signal conditioning circuits and signal processing to extract multiple vital signs. They 

used sensors attached to the body of a person to detect signals, including mechanical, 

thermal and acoustic signals reflecting cardiac output, cardiac function, internal 

bleeding, respiratoration, pulse, apnea, and temperature. For noise reduction, they have 

used a separate piezoelectric sensor that was not attached to the person was used. 

Instead, the sensor was exposed to the environmental acoustic and vibration signals, 

while the sensor attached to the body was exposed to the environment as well as the 

body signals. Subtraction of one input from the other allows for noise reduction and 

yields only the signal of the body using initial measurements as control signals. They 

described that some of those measurements were related to heart rate measurements in 

the absence of respiration. The signal was run through filters and other signal-
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processing algorithms. The signal-processing techniques utilized prior knowledge of 

the expected signals to extract the desired information from the piezoelectric signal. 

The resultant signal was analyzed through routine techniques, including fast Fourier 

transform, to identify a primary signal frequency representing respiration and a second 

signal frequency representing heart rate. However, the signal was acquired with the 

subject being still and speechless during the data acquisition process.  

The difference between the work presented in this work and the work of 

Sullivan et al. is that Sullivan et al. defined the respiration signal to include only actions 

relating to respiratory activity. They used signal cancellation to reduce noise in the 

measured signal. Their work required the patient to hold his or her breath while 

extracting the heart rate parameters. Moreover, they simply referred to the application 

of “digital filters and known processing techniques” to achieve the separation of the 

signals. 

In a previous publication [138], Al Ahmad and Al Shareef proposed the use of 

the piezoelectric sheet as a contactless cardiac cycle sensor to extract heart rate and 

blood pressure from the measured output voltage. The employed piezoelectric sheet 

captures the heart mechanical actions. The generated output electrical voltage is 

conformally mapped with the heart mechanical activity, as has been presented in 

another work [139]. The measurements performed in both reports do require the 

patient to hold his or her breath to eliminate the respiration cycle effect.  

The current work represents a paradigm shift for estimating the hold-breathing 

signal from the respiration signal. The experimental outcomes reveal the power of the 

proposed technique in terms of the high similarity between the measured and 

constructed signals. This approach will facilitate the development of new sensors to 
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detect and identify respiration and heart abnormalities. Hence, this algorithm proved 

its ability to extract heart rate signals utilizing piezoelectric sensors placed away from 

the heart position, which is beneficial for patients with special conditions. 

4.8 Summary 

This study proposed a novel piezoelectric-based technique to extract the hold-

breathing signal from the breathing signal utilizing piezoelectric theory and signal-

processing techniques. The piezoelectric-based transducer, which is placed on the 

subject’s chest, is used to collect the breathing signals. The piezoelectric transducer 

provides noninvasive and contactless connections. With the current approach, the 

patient is no longer required to hold his or her breath to collect the cardiac signals, as 

is required by other methods. The study outcomes revealed that the developed 

technique is simple, reliable, and easy to handle; therefore, it causes minimal 

inconvenience to clinics and patients, particularly heart patients with special 

conditions. 
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 Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Work  

5.1 Conclusions 

This thesis addresses the development of continuous measurements of multiple 

vital signs simultaneously utilizing a piezoelectric sensor. 

The utilized piezoelectric sensor incorporates a piezoelectric thin film sheet 

that can be characterized using its corresponding piezoelectric constant, namely d33 

and d31. These constants represents the activity of piezoelectric material. Higher values 

of d33 and d31 will produce a higher output voltage signal corresponding to an applied 

mechanical stress or strain. 

When a piezoelectric sheet is placed on the external surface of a human chest, 

an output voltage that is conformally mapped with the cardiorespiratory activities is 

produced. Changes and variations of the voltage signal in terms of amplitude and 

period reflect the respiration rate and heartbeat as well as the blood pressure values. 

Hence, such values can be extracted from the corresponding voltage signal using the 

developed algorithms using the piezoelectric sheet and the advancements in signal 

processing.  

It has been found that blood pressure values can be extracted from the output 

voltage signal provided that the subject holds his or her breath. This thesis contributes 

to the development of a methodology and algorithm to extract the hold-breathing 

signal from the measured representative output voltage that corresponds to the 

respiration and cardiac simultaneous activities. This signal has been identified as the 

corresponding output voltage signal as a result of the cardiac activities alone,. 
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Both respiration and heart beats per minutes can be computed in the 

conventional way by directly counting total number of beats in one minutes. In this 

thesis the rate is calculated by dividing 60 seconds by the average periods of respiration 

or cardiac cycles in a specific period. The values of the DP and SP pressure can also 

be computed using the difference in cardiac signal amplitudes and converted to 

corresponding pressure values.   

This work takes a close look on the use of capacitance-voltage measurements 

for the extraction of double piezoelectric thin film material deposited on the two faces 

of a flexible steel sheet. Piezoelectric thin film materials have been deposited using RF 

sputtering technique. A Gamry References 3000 analyzer was used to collect the 

capacitance-voltage measurements from both layers. The developed algorithm extracts 

directly the piezoelectric coefficients knowing the film thickness, the applied voltage, 

and the capacitance ratio. The capacitance ratio is the ratio between the capacitances 

of the film when the applied field is antiparallel and parallel to the polling field 

direction, respectively. The method has been calibrated using a piezoelectric bulk 

ceramic and validated by comparing the results with the reported values in the 

literature. The extracted values using the current approach match well the values 

extracted by other existing methods. 

This work further contributes to the extraction of the corresponding 

representative vital signs directly from the measured respiration signal. The 

contraction and expansion of the heart muscles, as well as the respiration activities, 

will induce a mechanical vibration across the chest wall. This vibration can be 

converted into an electrical output voltage via piezoelectric sensors. During breathing, 

the measured voltage signal is composed of the cardiac cycle activities modulated 
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along with the respiratory cycle activity. The proposed technique employs the 

principles of piezoelectric and signal-processing methods to extract the corresponding 

signal of cardiac cycle activities from a breathing signal measured in real time. All the 

results were validated step by step by a conventional apparatus, with good agreement 

observed. 

The piezoelectric transducer provides noninvasive and contactless 

connections. With the current approach, the patient is no longer required to hold his or 

her breath to collect the cardiac signals, as is required by other methods. The study 

outcomes revealed that the developed technique is simple, reliable, and easy to handle; 

therefore, it causes minimal inconvenience to clinics and patients, particularly heart 

patients with special conditions. 
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5.2 Future Directions 

The developed sensors and non-invasive simultaneous vital sign methods could 

be incorporated to a novel wearable piezoelectric-based cardiorespiratory monitoring 

smart system. A functional prototype that we have named “Piezologist”, which utilizes 

a piezoelectric material sheet sensor and incorporates a MetaWearC board equipped 

with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) has been developed as shown in Figure 21. The 

Piezologist provides the heart rate, respiration rate, blood pressure values, and the 

corresponding ECG signal cycles obtained and successfully extracted using the 

developed algorithms of this work. 

 

Figure 21: Initial working prototype that has been tested and validated 

The future direction is to enhance the Piezologist functionality and develop 

further algorithms for the early detection of abnormalities or variations in the cardiac 

cycle functionality as well as the respiration. This will accelerate the development of 

next-generation biomedical smart sensors. 

For the future work, canceling the effects of movement should be studied. The 

existing algorithm of extracting vital signs from the breathing signal can eliminate 

noise caused by small movements, such as eating and talking. For more accuracy, more 
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enhancement should be achieved to eliminate the effect of big movements such as 

running. Furthermore, the extracted vital signs from the sensor could be used to 

determine and identify the emotional status of the patient. More analysis and data 

collection need to be performed to be able to correlate the vital signs to emotional 

status. 

The continuous monitoring of ECG signals will produce a large amount of data. 

Handling this data will require high-performance hardware and software, which will 

lead to huge energy consumption. Thus, to deal with this issue efficiently, by 

minimizing resources usages and processing time, an innovative alternative solution 

should be employed. The deployment of our proposed algorithm will lead to a huge 

reduction in processing power and time. Such a systems feature a small-sized, 

lightweight, low-cost, reusable, portable, and reliable cardiorespiratory monitoring 

wearable device. The high quality of our wearable medical sensor makes it convenient 

for remote health monitoring and disease detection or even prevention. Future work 

aims to further explore this area in order to identify the best technologies and 

approaches. 
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Appendix 

A. Fourier transform 

The French mathematician, Fourier born in 1768 in France [158], came up with 

this transform along with Jean Baptiste Joseph in his thirties while trying to solve some 

agriculture problems. He wanted to understand heat flow in the ground due to the fact 

that the ground constant temperature deep down whereas on the surface it is cold at 

night and hot during the day [159].  

The Fourier transform is considered to be a mathematical technique that 

converts functions from time domain to frequency domain [160].  It can be defined for 

infinite continuous time and frequency domain signals. The forward Fourier transform 

can be defined as follows: 

𝐹(𝑘) = ∫ 𝑓(𝑥)𝑒−2𝜋𝑖𝑘𝑥𝑑𝑘
∞

−∞
                 (32) 

where 𝐹(𝑘) is a complex-valued function of 𝑘, its domain is a set of real 

numbers 𝑘 and defined on the frequency domain while the original signal 𝑓(𝑥) defined 

on the time domain. The inverse Fourier transform is defined as follows:  

𝑓(𝑘) = ∫ 𝐹(𝑥)𝑒2𝜋𝑖𝑘𝑥𝑑𝑘
∞

−∞
               (33) 

The Fourier transform maps the time series into a series of frequencies with 

phases and amplitudes that form the time series, while the inverse Fourier transform 

in return conforms back the corresponding time series from the series of frequencies.  

It is worth noting that 𝐹(𝑘) is a complex-valued, transformed function that is 

equivalent to 𝑓(𝑥) but has completely different properties [161].  

https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/mathematician
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/mathematical
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/technique
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B. Convolution theory 

In electrical engineering applications, there is a need to deal with multiplication 

in the time domain and find the result in the frequency domain. Therefore, the 

convolution theorem is significant [162].  

The convolution theorem implies that if the Fourier transform of 

a convolution is taken, it represents the point-wise product of Fourier transforms at 

particular conditions. Simply, the convolution in the time domain is equivalent to the 

point-wise product of the frequency domain functions [163].  

The central limit theorem is one of the deductions of the convolution theorem. 

It is significant in probability theory as it illustrates the reason Gaussian probability 

distribution is observed in nature. The central limit theorem implies that when the 

variable is the sum of finite variance and mean random processes, then the Gaussian 

distribution results. The sum of the processes have a Gaussian distribution even if each 

component does not [164].  

There are various applications of the convolution such as digital image 

processing, for which is used in edge detection, the echo is the sound convolution in 

linear acoustics, artificial reverberation as the convolution is used to map the room 

impulse response on digital video in physics for solving the superposition problems; 

and in statistics, computational fluid dynamics, probability theory, and optics [120]. 

The expressions of the convolution theorem are as follows [165]: 

𝑤(𝑡) = 𝑢(𝑡)𝑣(𝑡)    ↔    𝑊(𝑓) = 𝑈(𝑓) ∗ 𝑉(𝑓)              (34) 

𝑤(𝑡) = 𝑢(𝑡) ∗ 𝑣(𝑡)    ↔    𝑊(𝑓) = 𝑈(𝑓)𝑉(𝑓)                         (35) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourier_transform
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convolution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pointwise_product
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It could be noted that the convolution theorem is commutative: 

𝑢(𝑡) ∗ 𝑣(𝑡) = 𝑣(𝑡) ∗ 𝑢(𝑡)                 (36) 

Associative: 

 𝑢(𝑡) ∗ 𝑣(𝑡) ∗ 𝑤(𝑡) = (𝑢(𝑡) ∗ 𝑣(𝑡)) ∗ 𝑤(𝑡) = 𝑢(𝑡) ∗ (𝑣(𝑡) ∗ 𝑤(𝑡))                (37)                                      

And could be also distributed over addition operation: 

𝑤(𝑡) ∗ (𝑢(𝑡) + 𝑣(𝑡)) = 𝑤(𝑡) ∗ 𝑢(𝑡) + 𝑤(𝑡) ∗ 𝑣(𝑡)                 (38) 

C. Sensor placement 

In order to get the respiration signal, the sensor is placed on the chest at the left 

side. A double sided adhesive medical tape was used to attach the sensor on the chest 

as shown in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22: Double sided adhesive medical tape 

The tape was shaped as circles to take the shape of the bottom side of the 

sensor, then one side of the tape is attached to the sensor.  
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